
 
 

 

‘Duo des Chats’ by Roger Vivier 
 

The Maison Celebrates the Holiday Season  
with a Film full of Eccentricity and Irony 

 
  

 
 

To coincide with the launch of its Très Vivier styles for the Holiday Season, Roger 
Vivier introduces a film starring legendary French actress Catherine Deneuve and 
other colourful characters. Inspired by Rossini’s famous performance piece Duet for 
Two Cats and directed by award-winning filmmaker, writer and music video 
director Michael Haussman, the juicy film tells the story of an eccentric Parisian 
family’s Christmas celebration. Under the watchful eye of their mother, two twins 
turn a perfectly pleasant performance in front of the whole family into a vicious 
catfight ova pair of Très Vivier pumps. 
 
Deneuve, a style icon and muse of the Monsieur Vivier, plays the mother overseeing 
a special performance in her grand Parisian home: seated in front of a makeshift 
stage, the two twins, played by Nadia Tereszkiewicz, share the microphone for their 



rendition of the slow meowing duet by Rossini. As they sing, they notice only one 
wrapped box of Roger Vivier shoes resting on Catherine Deneuve’s lap.  
 
The performance quickly turns into a feral and cat-like fight. As the theatre stage 
becomes a metaphorical boxing ring, Catherine Deneuve becomes its symbolic 
ringleader. The clawing, rolling and pulling culminates in the theatre backdrop 
tumbling down over them. Trapped inside the rolled-up curtain, they are like two 
fighting cats caught in a bag. Smiling with a look of ironic pity on her face, Catherine 
Deneuve saves the day, sliding out from behind her chair another identical box of 
Roger Vivier shoes. Jubilant, the twins hold their shoes to their cheeks with pride.  
 
The fast-paced and humorous film set to the original cat duet music also features 
appearances by Roger Vivier creative director Gherardo Felloni and Couture and 
Oriental costume collector Cecilia Matteucci Lavarini.  
 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


